
QUARK explores our human need to connect with each other, and how many things, 
including social media, threaten these connections. Quarks are the smallest known 
layer of matter in the Universe, and when pulled apart their bond becomes both 
stronger and more strained, until it snaps and new quark pairs are created. Just like 
us, the elementary particles in every cell of our bodies can never exist in isolation.

Viewed from all four sides, it’s as if the work is being examined under a microscope 
by the audience. Featuring intricate and quiet duos juxtaposed against a heaving 
mass of bodies, QUARK is both visually impressive and strangely moving.

With co-choreographer Adam Wheeler having a strong relationship with the 
community in Alice Springs, Yellow Wheel is very excited to bring QUARK to the NT 
as our major season for 2019. This project has the potential to engage local young 
people through a dance workshop series, and will be an incredibly special experience 
for our young company members.

QUARK was presented as Yellow Wheel’s major season in 2016, and was choreographed 
by Adam Wheeler and Kyall Shanks, in collaboration with a cast of 23 young dancers.
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THANK YOU
Some people here in Alice Springs have made this tour possible thanks to their time, 
dedication and generosity. To Maddy, Graeme, Steph and the entire team at Red 
Hot Arts we give our biggest thanks, as well as the Desert Festival and its supporters. 
We’d also like to thank Sofia at Alice Lodge Backpackers for going above and beyond 
to make our visit great, Frankie and Guts Dance for the support, and finally our tour 
mum Nina Sampson!

Both this verison and the original version of QUARK in 2016 has had some fantastic 
support, which we have to mention. To Chunky Move for the opportunity to work 
with the motion tracking technology and for the assistance of the staff, in particular 
Michael Carr. To Lucy, Annette, Michaela, Tegan, Claire and Tom at Lucy Guerin Inc/
WXYZ for housing us, mentoring us, and always making us feel like we are at home.

To Duane, Nick, Rebecca and Chris, your collaboration on this project in 2016 took 
this work to heights we could never have imagined.

QUARK 2016 was supported by funding from Creative Victoria.

About Yellow Wheel
Yellow Wheel, established in Melbourne in 2012, is an Australian dance company 
specialising in working with young people and emerging artists. The company offers 
a range of programs to connecting emerging dancers with professional artists, and 
provides rigourous contemporary dance training and professional development. 
Yellow Wheel presents  fresh, ambitious new dance works featuring the next generation 
of young movers, as well as supporting artists to create and present work.

Email      admin@yellowwheel.com.au
Address  130 Dryburgh St, North Melbourne VIC 3051
Website  www.yellowwheel.com.au
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